
On the first day of Christmas........ 
 
On day one there were two gifts but the partridge came in a cage with feed and water and the tree came in a 
most magnificent pot but let us count just two. 
  
So on day two the turtle doves also came in a cage with feed and water but let us just count two which makes 
four. 
 
On day three French hens, also in a cage and because they can be a bit nasty, they had a cage each with feed 
and water and also they had to have a batch of paperwork as they were French. but let us just count three added 
to four makes seven. 
  
On day four came the four calling birds each also travelling in individual cages as they were a bit loud and they 
came with an ornithologist as there were now many birds, eleven, and she wanted to make sure that they were 
all being well treated. so eleven gifts and nine cages and a magnificent pot, and an ornithologist. 
  
On day five came five gold rings, singly boxed, from rare Welsh gold and because they were so valuable, they 
came in a security van with two guards. so now there are eleven and five, sixteen gifts, nine cages with feed and 
water , a magnificent pot, an ornithologist and a security van with two guards so the garden was getting busy. 
  
On day six, six geese came with eggs and luckily, after they were taken out of their cages and examined by the 
ornithologist, a pair of builders (Fred and the bald man probably) arrived with a digger to create a pond in the 
garden for the geese. well now that makes twenty two gifts as well as cages, feed, two security guards in a van 
and two builders with a digger and one very busy ornithologist trying to settle all the birds. 
  
On day seven arrived swans so the idea for a small pond was quashed and the builders set about working on a 
much larger pond. As this necessitated far more work, the security guards ditched their uniforms and decided to 
throw their lot in with the builders. The ornithologist checked the swans and found them to be healthy and happy 
to be in the water with the geese and goslings; the laying geese now had families of fluffy goslings. 
And the number of gifts was now twenty nine and twenty two cages, an ornithologist, four builders with a digger 
and a security van which was no longer in use. 
  
On day eight a large coach arrived with eight maids, nine ladies, ten lords, eleven pipers and twelve drummers, 
an additional fifty people and a driver. Following on behind the coach were several animal carriers with eight 
prime Jersey cows, a van with twelve drums, eleven small and large uilleann pipes and some very fancy 
costumes for lords and ladies. The drivers (five) of vans, coach and cattle helped everyone to exit the coach and 
explained that it was more economical, never mind ecological for all these gifted people to travel together as they 
came from a small inner city community, not really being members of the aristocracy at all, just people who like to 
role play. Although the pipers and drummers were very good musicians and played for the groups at large. 
  
So what was the outcome? Well the ornithologist fell in love with the gift recipient and together they had the first 
gay marriage in the area and ran the most amazing animal park with hens, doves, swans, calling birds, geese 
and cows as well as one rather lonely partridge. The animal park raised money for the inner city community of 
would be lords and ladies who turned out to be wonderful singers who harmonised with the drummers and pipers 
at many well attended concerts. The maids, all except one who stayed to look after the jersey cows, all went to 
Gurteen to teach agricultural students how to milk and set up Jersey herds. The four builders set up a business 
specialising in ponds and secure parking for the local community. 
  
What was the original question? Was it seventy nine gifts? So does it matter because the only lonely person was 
the true love who indeed turned out to be more fickle than true and married one of the builders but whether it was 
Fred or the Bald Man I just cannot tell. 
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